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3-IN-1 LED MINI
FLASHLIGHT

3-IN-1
FLASHSTICK™

3-IN-1 LED
FLASHLIGHT

Remember: good things come in small packages. The 3-in-1 LED Mini Flashlight 
may fit easily into your pocket, but don’t be deceived by its size. This fully featured 
mini flashlight can illuminate the night as a flashlight, lantern, or safety light. The 
ultra bright, 80 Lumen flashlight has high and low modes both as a flashlight, and 
when converted into its lantern mode with a simple sliding motion. The tail end of 
the light features a red LED safety light with its own switch to set it to glow, flash,  
or SOS modes.

You’ve come to expect more from Nite Ize, that’s why the 3-in-1 LED Flashlight gives 
you power, durability and three different types of illumination with seven different 
modes, all in one tough package. This rugged, machined aluminum light can be 
converted from a flashlight, to a lantern with a simple sliding motion, or can be 
easily switched into safety light mode. The intensely bright, 250 Lumen flashlight 
has high and low modes both as a flashlight and when converted into its lantern 
mode. The tail end of the light features a red LED safety light with its own switch  
to set it to glow, flash, or SOS modes.

When you need to see and be seen at night, the 3-in-1 LED FlashStick is the solution 
for you. The bright 60 Lumen flashlight can be quickly converted into lantern mode 
with a simple sliding motion to illuminate your surroundings.The light can be set to 
high or low modes as both a flashlight or a lantern. On the other end of the machined 
aluminum body, a prominent, colorful LED glowstick allows you to easily signal  
or direct as needed, and can be a life saver during nighttime emergencies.  
The Glowstick control button allows for three different modes: glow, flash, and SOS.

Flashlight, lantern, & safety light in one

Has 7 modes—flashlight: high & low, lantern: high & low,  
safety light: glow, flash, and SOS

Machined aluminum body with lanyard loop

1 AA battery included

Flashlight, lantern, & safety light in one

Has 7 modes—flashlight: high & low, lantern: high & low,  
safety light: glow, flash, and SOS

Machined aluminum body with lanyard loop

3 AA batteries included

Flashlight, lantern, & glowstick in one

Has 7 modes—flashlight: high & low, lantern: high & low, 
glowstick: glow, flash, and SOS

Bright LED glowstick available in varying colors for signaling: 
Black body/Red LED, Red body/Red LED, Blue body/Blue LED, 
Green body/Green LED

1 AA battery included

NL1A-10-R7

NL31-01-R7

NLS1A-03-R7

AVAILABLE COLORS

AVAILABLE COLORS

AVAILABLE COLORS

MAX LUMENS
250

MAX LUMENS
60

MAX LUMENS
80
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The Steelie Vent Mount Kit allows you to attach any smartphone to the blade of 
nearly any vehicle vent, keeping your phone handy and hands-free in any vehicle.  
It consists of two simple components: 1) Steelie Magnetic Phone Socket that 
adheres semi-permanently with 3M® VHB™ foam adhesive, either to the back  
of your case or to the phone itself, and 2) versatile Steelie Vent Ball Mount that 
securely clips to most vehicle vents, and is just as easy to unclip, so it can be  
used in multiple vehicles.

STEELIE® VENT
MOUNT KIT 

Steelie Vent Ball Mount has a cast aluminum body, a cam locking lever 
that securely grips the device to the blade of nearly any vehicle vent  
and incorporates a stainless steel ball that connects to  
the Steelie Magnetic Phone Socket

Clip & Go—Steelie Vent Mount features an easy-to-use  
universal clip that attaches & detaches from nearly any  
vehicle vent—no tools required

Steelie Magnetic Phone Socket features a powerful  
neodymium magnet and silicon center to provide a  
strong grip and smooth glide on the Steelie Vent  
Ball Mount

STEELIE®

DESK & DASH 
SYSTEM

Contains: Steelie Magnetic Phone Socket, Steelie Vent Ball,  
and Steelie Tabletop Stand

Vent Ball attaches to and detaches from most  
vehicle vents without tools

The Steelie Magnetic Phone Socket uses 3M® VHB™ adhesive 
for secure, semi-permanent attachment to the device or case

STEELIE®

HOBKNOB™ KIT 
FOR SMARTPHONES

With smartphone designs growing bigger by the day, the Steelie HobKnob Kit 
provides a better way to hold and display your phone using ingenious Steelie 
mounting technology. By simply adhering the Steelie Magnetic Socket to the back of 
any phone (or case), the HobKnob handle can then magnetically attach in a snap to 
create an ergonomic handle or mini stand for your device. The handle is a specially 
engineered aluminum knob topped with a grippy rubber ball that keeps it from 
sliding when being used as a stand for your device. As easy to detach as it is to snap 
on, the HobKnob Handle fits easily into a pocket or bag to be as mobile as you are.

Contains: Steelie Magnetic Phone Socket and Steelie  
HobKnob Handle for Smartphones

The Steelie Magnetic Phone Socket uses 3M® VHB™ 
adhesive for secure, semi-permanent attachment to 
the device or case

Compatible with other Steelie system components

High quality 6061 machined aluminum handle

STHMK-M1-R8

STPVC-11-R8

The Steelie Desk & Dash System allows you to magnetically mount your phone for 
easy hands-free viewing, at home, at work, or on the go. The kit contains a Steelie 
Magnetic Phone Socket, a Steelie Vent Ball Mount, and a Steelie Tabletop Stand.  
The Magnetic Socket attaches to the back of your phone (or case), and features a 
flexible silicon center which allows it to articulate smoothly and securely. The Vent 
Ball Mount is a portable, versatile mount that securely clips to most vehicle vents, 
and is just as easy to unclip, so it can be used in multiple vehicles. The round shape 
of the vent ball allows for radiant positioning options, so you can tilt your phone  
to any viewing angle. The Tabletop Stand creates a functional pedestal for easy  
viewing of your phone anywhere a flat surface is readily available.
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STEELIE®

HOBKNOB™

COMPONENT 
FOR SMARTPHONES

The HobKnob for Smartphones is perfect for the person who has another Steelie 
product in their collection, and has the Magnetic Phone Socket installed on their 
device already. The HobKnob component will snap right on to become a quick, 
portable handle or stand for your phone. The handle is a specially engineered 
aluminum knob topped with a grippy rubber ball that keeps it from sliding when 
being used as a stand for your device.

Contains: Steelie HobKnob Handle for Smartphones

Compatible with Steelie Magnetic Phone Socket

High quality 6061 machined aluminum handle

STMPK-11-R8

The Steelie Pedestal Kit for Smartphones creates a functional pedestal for your 

smartphone for convenient viewing at any angle. Simply place the Steelie Tabletop 

Stand on any smooth, flat surface—attach your smartphone, fitted with the Steelie 

Magnetic Phone Socket, and the two pieces magnetically connect to create a viewing 

platform. This secure, smooth connection allows for convenient viewing at any angle. 

Lightweight and portable, the Steelie Pedestal Kit for Smartphones is a great 

companion—excellent at your desk, at a conference table, kitchen counter or 

nightstand.

STEELIE®

PEDESTAL KIT 
FOR SMARTPHONES

Steelie Magnetic Phone Socket features a powerful 
neodymium magnet and silicon center to provide a strong  
grip and smooth glide to the Tabletop Stand

The Steelie Magnetic Phone Socket uses 3M® VHB™ adhesive 
for secure, semi-permanent attachment to the device or case

The top of the stand features a steel ball which magnetically 
engages the Steelie Magnetic Phone Socket to create the 
complete Steelie Pedestal Kit for Smartphones

STVM-11-R7

The Steelie Vent Ball Mount Component is a brilliant solution to keeping your 

smartphone secure and visible when you’re in the car—any car. This component 

is perfect for anyone who wants to use their Steelie in multiple vehicles or  

who already has the Steelie Phone Socket on their phone. The Steelie Vent Ball 

Mount has a cast aluminum body, a cam locking lever that securely grips the 

blade of nearly any vehicle vent, and incorporates a stainless steel ball that 

connects to the Steelie Magnetic Phone Socket.

STEELIE® VENT
BALL MOUNT 
COMPONENT

Contains: Steelie Vent Ball Mount

Perfect to take with you when traveling

Universally connects to the blade on nearly any vehicle vent

Compatible with the Steelie Magnetic Phone Socket

STHM-M1-R7
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The Steelie Connect Case System is the ultimate in portability and protection. 

Made of high-grade, shatterproof Lexan® polycarbonate, the Connect Case  

for iPhone 6 and 6+ offers serious protection from everyday wear and tear.  

Its innovative flex-hinge design makes insertion and removal from the case easy, 

and the two interchangeable Connect Bases offer versatile portability and 

convenient attachment options. Attach the Connect Clip to the case and clip it  

to your waistband, pocket, or belt. In the car, use the Steelie Connect Magnet Base 

and attach your phone onto the included Steelie Vent Ball Mount, which clips easily 

onto the blade of nearly any vehicle vent. The round shape of the  

Vent Ball allows for radiant positioning options, so you can tilt your  

phone to any viewing angle.

STEELIE®

CONNECT® CASE
SYSTEM 
FOR iPHONE® 6 & iPHONE® 6 PLUS

Contains: Connect Case for iPhone 6 or iPhone 6+, Steelie 
Vent Ball Mount, Connect Magnet Base, and Connect Clip

Protective shatterproof Lexan® polycarbonate Connect Case

One-piece flex hinge in Connect Case allows 
for easy & secure iPhone installation

The streamlined, lightweight Connect Case for iPhone 6 and 6+ is constructed of 

high grade, shatterproof Lexan® polycarbonate that offers dependable protection 

for your phone. The soft-touch feel and positive diamond grip pattern make it 

secure and comfortable to hold, and an innovative flex-hinge makes insertion and 

removal from the case quick and easy. The Connect Clip allows for convenient 

accessibility. It’s the ultimate in sleek protection for your iPhone.

CONNECT® CASE 
FOR iPHONE® 6 & iPHONE® 6 PLUS 

Innovative one piece flex-hinge design allows for  
easy and secure installation

High strength Lexan® polycarbonate construction  
provides durability

Removable Connect Clip for versatility and  
slim-line functionality

AVAILABLE COLORSAVAILABLE COLORS
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STEELIE®  

TABLETOP STAND 
COMPONENT 

Already have a Steelie product and love it? No need to buy a full new kit to add the 
Steelie Tabletop Stand to your collection. Simply pick up the individual component 
and it will work with the Magnetic Phone or Tablet Socket on your device. The 
Tabletop Stand creates a functional pedestal to dock your device for convenient 
viewing at any angle. This two-piece pedestal is comprised of a durable plastic base 
with silicon grips and a machined aluminum pedestal fitted with a steel ball that 
creates a secure, smooth connection with the Magnetic Phone Socket.

Compatible with Steelie Magnetic Phone  
and Tablet Sockets

Aluminum pedestal with Steel Ball for smooth articulation 
with your Magnetic Phone or Tablet Socket

Silicon grip base for stability

STP-11-R8

CNTI6-10-R8 
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CLIP CASE
CARGO™ 
DOUBLE WIDE HOLSTER

To meet the demands of ever growing smartphones, the Clip Case Cargo Double 
Wide Holster is super-sized to fit even the largest iPhone and Samsung models on 
the market with or without a case. With a bonus front pocket, this holster doesn’t 
skimp on storage space for additional everyday items. Made of extremely durable 
ballistic material, the tough Clip Case Cargo Holster, absorbs shocks and shields 
from the elements. The Nite Ize patented flex-clip attaches securely over and under 
your belt, fully rotates for access at any angle, and even locks in eight different 
positions. Featuring internal pockets and an integrated pen loop, this ultra-
functional mobile device case also holds your smaller items like ID,  
cash, and credit cards for extra convenience. To top it all off, we’ve  
added the Tooth Ferry™ feature to keep your wireless headset or  
headphones safe and accessible. 

Modified lid for full phone protection

Ultra secure hook & loop lid closure

Internal & external pockets hold credit cards, ID,  
currency, and more

Rotating flex-clip fits waistbands, belts, or straps up to 2.4”

NEW SIZE

CCC2W-01-R3

CLIP CASE
CARGO™ 
EXTRA TALL HOLSTER

NEW SIZE

As smartphones seem to grow bigger by the day, their bigger, beautiful displays call 
for proper protection. The convenience and durability of the popular Clip Case Cargo 
is re-designed to accommodate the deluxe dimensions of large-screen smartphones 
with or without a case. Made of extremely durable ballistic material, the tough Clip 
Case Cargo Holster, absorbs shocks and shields from the elements. The Nite Ize 
patented flex-clip attaches securely over and under your belt, fully rotates for access 
at any angle, and even locks in eight different positions. Featuring internal pockets and 
an integrated pen loop, this ultra-functional mobile device case also holds your 
smaller items like ID, cash, and credit cards for extra convenience.  
To top it all off, we’ve added the Tooth Ferry™ feature to keep your  
wireless headset or headphones safe and accessible. 

Modified lid for full phone protection

Ultra secure hook & loop lid closure

Internal pocket holds credit cards, ID, currency, and more

Rotating flex-clip fits waistbands, belts, or straps up to 2.4”
CCCXT-01-R3

CLIP CASE
SIDEWAYS™ 

XXL HOLSTER

Made of durable ballistic material to protect from impacts, and accented with  
weather-resistant, rugged hypalon material, this case is designed to keep even  
the largest phone safe and at-hand on your belt, in a fixed horizontal position. 
Your phone stays secure with a durable hook and loop lid closure, and an interior 
pocket provides a handy place to store ID, credit cards, or cash. Perfect for  
rugged work or play environments of nearly every kind.

New XXL size designed to accommodate even the largest 
phones on the market, with or without a form fit case

Ultra secure hook & loop lid closure

Internal pocket holds credit cards, ID,  
currency, and more

Rugged flex-clip fits waistbands, belts, or straps  
up to 2.1”

NEW SIZE

CCS2L-01-R3
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FINANCIALTOOL™

WALLET & MULTI TOOL

Where innovation and efficiency meet: the stainless steel FinancialTool just 
redefined what it means to be a wallet. This 7-in-1 multi tool can be a wrench, 
screwdriver, bottle opener, ruler, scraper, and securely hold your cash and cards 
without breaking a sweat. Don’t be deceived by the sleek look of the cash wrap 
strap—the high-tensile strength strap is strong enough to handle even your biggest 
payday. Forged from heat-treated stainless steel, this wallet won’t bend, won’t 
break, and will never let you down.

7-in-1 multi tool includes: Cash Wrap strap,  
scraper, bottle opener, wrenches, flathead  
screwdriver, phillips screwdriver/tape cutter,  
metric & imperial ruler

Secure and comfortable

Lightweight, low-profile design

AVAILABLE COLORS

CLIP CASE
EXECUTIVE™ 
XXL HOLSTER

NEW SIZE

EHL2L-17-R9

POWERKEY™ 
MINI POWER CORDS 

USB ports seem to be everywhere, yet somehow that connecting cord is always 
missing, or inconveniently tangled in the bottom of your bag right when you need to 
charge or sync. The Nite Ize PowerKey (in Apple Lightning and Micro USB options)  
is here to save the day! Sleekly designed from durable aluminum and made to attach 
to your keychain or slide easily into a pocket, the PowerKey is meant to go wherever  
you do. Simply pop open the protective cover, slide out the cord, plug in,  
and recharge. 

APPLE® 
LIGHTNING™

MICRO USB
PKYU-03-R7

FMT-11-R7

AVAILABLE COLORS

From the materials used to the method of construction, the Clip Case Executive 
Holster XXL is made with attention to every last detail, to confidently attach even the 
largest smartphone securely at your belt. The case is constructed with an exterior 
of the highest quality black genuine leather, finely stitched and lined with a soft, 
non-scratch interior. Durable hook & loop closure keeps your phone safe and 
secure, and its super strong clip fits on belts up to 2.1” wide. Most importantly,  
this cell phone case has a slim, low profile that makes it appropriate  
to wear to big investor meetings, casual Fridays, and everything  
in between.

Hook & loop lid closure

Genuine black leather design

Internal pocket holds credit cards, ID,  
currency, and more

Rugged flex-clip fits waistbands, belts,  
or straps up to 2.1”

Official Apple® Lightning™ Cord compatible with Apple 
devices that use Lightning charger

Micro USB compatible with most electronics that  
use USB chargers

Protective cap with secure cord attachment

Durable aluminum shell with split ring attachment



The endlessly useful BetterBand is made from stretchy, durable TPU material and features a KnotBone 
Cord Lock for quick size adjustments. With a thin, flat shape and grippy waterproof material, it can do 
everything a rubber band does, but better! 

The BetterBand comes in a variety of sizes that can be customized even further by sliding the KnotBone 
Cord Lock into position. From an impromptu cord organizer, to a water bottle-leash, to a suitcase-saver, 
there’s no bundling, hanging, or fixing job too big or too small. It’s not just the better band, it’s the best.
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Available in packs of two in 5”, 12”, 19”, &  25” sizes for tasks of any size

KnotBone Cord Lock included for limitless size adjustment

Grippy material and flat shape for easy bundling of  
just about anything

100s of uses

Stretches 2X its length

AVAILABLE COLORSAVAILABLE COLORS

BDS25-31-2R3BDS19-33-2R3BDS12-26-2R3BDS5-01-2R3

NEW PRODUCTS FOR 2015

BETTERBAND™

ADJUSTABLE STRETCH BANDS

5” Size 12” Size 19” Size 25” Size
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Simple wrap & lock design—no moving parts or springs

Includes 2 x 54” KnotBone Stretch Laces,  
2 KnotBone LaceLocks and 2 Lace Caps

AVAILABLE COLORSAVAILABLE COLORS

Stays tied

Easy On/Off stretch comfort

Great for athletes & runners, kids, and seniors

Includes 2 x 54” KnotBone Stretch Laces

9

KNOTBONE™ 
STRETCH LACES 

KNOTBONE™ 
STRETCH LACELOCK SYSTEM 

Made of durable, stretchy TPU material, KnotBone Stretch Laces have a thin, flat 

shape and a grippy surface that stays tied. Waterproof, easy to clean, and durable, 

the KnotBone Laces come in packs of 2 x 54” laces that can be cut to length.

With a simple wrap & lock maneuver, the KnotBone LaceLock is a clever little device 

that eliminates the need to tie your shoes with bulky knots. It provides a customized 

knot-free way to keep that perfect fit that won’t shift or loosen when paired with the 

included KnotBone Stretch Laces.

AVAILABLE COLORSAVAILABLE COLORS

Gear Ties have a tough, rubber shell that provides  

excellent grip, a strong wire inside that holds its shape,  

are UV resistant and won’t scratch or mark. Twist it,  

Tie it, Reuse it —Gear Ties!

Gear Tie Reusable Rubber Twist Ties are now available  

in 2 new colors as well as new ProPacks to ensure that  

you have enough Gear Ties for all your larger jobs.  

 

ProPacks are available in Black, Bright Orange and  

an assortment containing Black, Bright Orange  

and Neon Yellow.

GEAR TIE® 
REUSABLE RUBBER TWIST TIE 

ProPack Details: 
3” x 24 units 
6” x 12 units 
12” x 12 units 
18” x 6 units 
32” x 6 units

Available Sizes (Neon Pink):  
3”, 6”, 12”, 18”, 32” 
 
Available Sizes (Neon Yellow):  
3”, 6”, 12”, 18”, 24”, 32”, 64”

NEW 
COLORS:

PROPACK
OPTIONS:

AVAILABLE COLORS

AVAILABLE COLORS

GTPP3-31-R8 + GTPP6-A1-R8 + GTPP12-31-R8 + GTPP18-01-R8 + GTPP32-31-R8

KBL-35-2R7

KBLL-26-2R7
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GLS6-33-2R7 + GLS12-31-2R7 + GLL24-01-2R6

The Gear Tie Loopable Twist Tie allows you to cinch, loop, twist, store, and hang 

tools or gear for convenient storage and access. The integrated sturdy loop on 

one end of the Gear Tie allows you to create the exact sized loop you need to 

cinch, or hang any item from a hook, rod, strap, bracket, or D-Ring simply by 

threading the other end through it and pulling tight. The possibilities  

are as endless as the number of tools, devices, cords, lights,  

bags, and supplies it can organize, hang, connect, attach,  

and carry for you. 

GEAR TIE® 
LOOPABLE TWIST TIE 

GLPS-01-4R7 + GLPL-01-4R7

The Gear Tie Mounting Docks are individual, mountable docks that are specifically 

designed to securely hold either our Gear Tie Loopable Twist Ties, or our standard Gear 

Tie Reusable Rubber Twist Ties to create a customized storage and organization system 

for your tools & gear. Made of durable polycarbonate, each Dock features a grooved 

V-shaped opening that securely grips the flexible Gear Tie. Docks can be mounted  

to a wall stud, or multiples onto a board. Keep single essentials stored  

where you need them, or mount several Docks to create your  

own customized, versatile rack.

GEAR TIE® 
MOUNTING DOCKS 

Available in 6”, 12” and 24” lengths

Tough rubber shell provides excellent grip  
and a strong wire inside holds its shape

Cinch it, loop it, twist it, tie it,  
reuse it—Gear Ties!

Available in two sizes: Small (fits 6” and 12” Gear Tie  
Loopable, or 6” and 12” Gear Ties), and Large (fits 24”  
Gear Tie Loopable or 18”, 24”, 32” and 64” Gear Ties);  
sold in packs of 4

Simply mount the Dock to any wall stud or other desired 
location with the included (8) #8 x 2” screws to create a 
docking location

Use multiple Docks to create a complete wall  
system for your garage or workspace

AVAILABLE COLORSAVAILABLE COLORS

Unique stainless steel construction and shape allows  
easy access to, and removal of keys

Carabiner clip for secure attachment

Multiple sizes to meet all your key-holding needs

Everyone’s favorite Infini-Key just got a big brother—the Infini-Key XL, now  
super-sized for the person who likes to carry their life on their keychain.  
The refined simplicity of the Infini-Key alleviates the struggle everyone has with 
traditional, frustratingly snug, split key rings. It keeps your keys handy and allows 
you to easily isolate and remove any one of them. Just slide the key you need to the 
narrowed top - the neck of the Infini-Key keeps your other keys from following— 
and unlock the simple carabiner clip to remove. The carabiner can  
also be used to attach the Infini-Key to a belt loop, backpack, or  
second key ring, keeping your keys secure and handy wherever  
you go.

NEW SIZE

KICL-11-R3

INFINI-KEY® XL™ 
CARABINER KEY RING 
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5-in-1 multi tool includes: carabiner clip,  
bottle opener, serrated edge, scoring point,  
slotted or #2 phillips screwdriver

Durable stainless steel construction

Travel & airport friendly
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KMTP-11-R3

Made of durable stainless steel and designed with a carabiner clip for easy 

attachment to almost any key ring, one end of the DoohicKey 6x Key Tool is 

engineered to work as a scraper, tape cutter, and scorer; the other end serves as  

a flat-head screwdriver and pry tool (perfect for opening paint cans). The outer  

edge is scored as a ruler in both inches and centimeters, the opposite side  

features a bottle opener, and the interior is ridged to provide  

3 wrench sizes. Best of all, the DoohicKey 6x Key Tool is airport  

friendly, so you can take it with you and keep it at hand wherever  

your travels take you.

DOOHICKEY™ 6X 
KEY TOOL 

Key-sized multi-tool, with carabiner clip, that easily  
attaches to an existing key chain

Secure stainless steel construction

Travel and airport friendly

DOOHICKEY™  
CLIPKEY™ 

A multi tool is only as useful as it is accessible - and what’s more accessible than 
your key chain? Weighing in at just one ounce, the durable stainless steel DoohicKey 
ClipKey is pound-for-pound the most useful thing to carry on your everyday key 
chain. This mini multi tool clips easily to your key chain, backpack, or anywhere else 
handy, and offers problem-solving all day with its screwdriver head, scoring point, 
serrated edge, and of course, a bottle opener. All the DoohicKey products are travel 
and airport friendly, and because of their endless uses, are endlessly useful!

NCJLA-01-R3

The CamJam XT Aluminum Rope Tightener features Nite Ize signature, knot-free 

CamJam tightening and tensioning technology. The CamJam XT Large features a 

carabiner clip and gate on one end, and a rotating cam mechanism on the other. 

This rugged combination allows for tightening, tensioning, connecting and securing 

serious loads up to 500 lbs. 

CAMJAM® XT ™ 
ALUMINUM ROPE TIGHTENER 

CamJam XT Large secures loads up to 500 lbs,  
has a break strength of 1500 lbs, and 
fits ropes from 1/8”-3/8”

Safe, easy-to-use and release cam mechanism

Suggested for use with solid braided rope

NEW SIZE

KMTCK-01-R3

AVAILABLE COLORS
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CSL6-01-R6

The SlideLock Carabiner provides handy attachment with secure closure. It’s the classic 

carabiner with a Nite Ize twist! We designed an innovative slide-to-lock feature that 

closes securely with a simple push and slide movement, and unlocks when you want it  

to just as easily. Then, instead of a bulky tubular construction, we designed a cross 

sectioned, rectangular stainless steel body that’s durable, low profile, strong,  

and slim; it feeds more easily through smaller openings and rests flat in pockets. 

SLIDELOCK™ 
CARABINER #6

Stainless steel utility carabiner with  
ultra-secure locking gate closure

New #6 size available for securing larger items

Durable stainless steel construction

AVAILABLE COLORS

SKL-2PK-07

NSE-A1-4R3

The SpokeLit LED Spoke Wheel Light is the perfect way to increase your visibility 

and safety when you’re riding your bike in the dark. It not only marks your bike 

plainly in the dark, but when you’re riding at medium speed or faster, it creates 

the attention-getting effect of a moving circle of light.

See’Ems turn bicycle wheels from “hard to spot” to “impossible to miss” while 

riding in the dark. Easy to attach, they’re backed with stainless steel clips 

specially designed to snap securely onto oval, round, and bladed (flat) bicycle 

spokes. A bright, long-lasting LED is activated by a simple twist creating an 

attention-getting effect of a moving circle of light.

SEE’EM™

LED MINI SPOKE LIGHTS

SPOKELIT ™
LED SPOKE LIGHT

AVAILABLE LED COLORS

AVAILABLE LED COLORS

Bright LED illumination—available in Red, Green,  
Pink, Purple, Blue and Amber LED colors

Fits round, oval or bladed (flat) spokes

Each See’Em includes replaceable 1 x 927 3V  
Lithium battery

Battery run time: 24 hours

Now available in a new 4 Pack featuring 2 Red,  
1 Blue and 1 Green See’Em

Fits most common 3 spoke cross pattern wheels

Attaches easily—no tools required

Easily replaceable 2 x 2016 3V Lithium batteries  
included

Battery run time: 20 hours glow / 25 hours flash 
 
Now available in a new 2 Pack featuring two  
Disc-O SpokeLits

NEW SIZE

NOW AVAILABLE AS A 4 PACK

NOW AVAILABLE AS A 2 PACK
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FLASHFLIGHT® 
LED DISC GOLF DISCS:  
DRIVER, MID-RANGE, PUTTER, AND SET

NEW PRODUCTS FOR 2015

Illuminate your quiver of discs and be the envy of your opponents with the perfected design and 
impressive LED power of the new Flashflight LED Disc Golf Discs. Your Driver, Mid-Range and Putter  
will shine as they blaze your path to victory, day or night. With the revolutionary Disc-O Select color 
selection feature, each player can choose the LED color for their discs as they  
begin each round.

Available to purchase individually or as a set

Unique Disc-O Select™ 7-color selection feature

Easily replaceable 2 x 2016 3V Lithium  
batteries included

Water resistant and floats!

Battery run time: 20 hours

FGDP-07-R8FGDM-07-R8FGDD-07-R8 FGDK-07-R8

Designed by serious professionals and crafted  

from our unrivaled Sure-Grip™ material, these discs 

strike the perfect balance of power, stability, and 

performance. The Flashflight LED Disc Golf Discs  

are your soon-to-be favorites with the awesome perk 

of having the Nite Ize patented fiber-optic array that 

allows the entire disc to be illuminated from every 

angle. With easily replaceable batteries and an uber 

long LED life, now you can play as long as you’d  

like unrestrained by nightfall.

CHOOSE YOUR COLOR!

Driver Mid-Range Putter Set
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NITE DAWG™
LED LIGHT UP DOG COLLAR XS

NITEHOWL™
LED SAFETY NECKLACE

The NightHowl LED Safety Necklace is adjustable to keep our four-legged friends of 
all sizes safe and visible in the dark. This weather-resistant, durable safety necklace 
is made with a flexible polymer tube, and is illuminated 360° by two bright red LEDs. 
It has glow and flash modes, and simply clips around your dog’s neck for hours of 
nighttime fun and safety. As fun as this product is, the best part about the 
NiteHowl is that it keeps you and your furry friends seriously safe on those  
after-hours walks and campsite moon-howling sessions.

Designed especially for the extra-small canine set, the XS Nite Dawg LED collar is 
the answer to every night-loving dog owner’s problem: keeping sight of their littlest 
best buddy after sundown. Made from durable tubular nylon webbing with a flexible 
light-transmitting polymer core, the XS Nite Dawg is as practical as it is fun. Switch 
it on, and the entire collar is illuminated by a super-efficient red LED that can be 
seen from up to 1000 feet away. With two settings to choose from—flash or steady 
glow—the XS Nite Dawg is powered by a long-life, easily replaceable battery.

 LRVL-33-R8

The LED Run Vest is made of lightweight, water-resistant mesh, and its two 

illuminated flexible polymer strips (front & back) can each be set to one of two 

bright LED modes (steady glow or flash), and the sides are trimmed with 

passively reflective fabric for additional visibility and safety. The power/mode 

buttons are easily accessible on the front and back of the vest, and easily 

adjustable straps at the waist can be cinched for a precise fit. Two zip closure 

pockets in the back are individually sized to hold everything you need for  

your run, with one of the back pockets featuring a weather-resistant  

design to keep your cell phone or other valuables safe if  

you get caught out in the rain.

Two sizes available—S/M & L/XL

Battery run time: 100 hours

Easily replaceable 2 x 2032 3V Lithium batteries included

LED RUN VEST™

NEW SIZE

Universal sizing cut to fit from 12”-27”

Flash & glow modes to differentiate between dogs at night

Battery run time: 60 hours

3 x 1154 3V replaceable Alkaline batteries included

Fits neck sizes 8”-12” 

Flash & glow modes to differentiate between dogs at night

Glow mode battery run time: 100 hours,  
Flash mode battery run time: 120 hours

Easily replaceable 1 x 2032 3V Lithium battery included

NHO-10-R3

NND-03-33XS

AVAILABLE COLORS
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HLSBA-19-R7

The INOVA STS Bike Light from Nite Ize is the first ever center mount, multi-mode,  
waterproof bike light with Swipe-To-Shine technology. With its center mount bar location and 
simple activation, operating the INOVA Swipe-To-Shine Bike Light is easy, secure and versatile. 
Mounted with a durable UV resistant elastomer that securely grips to your bike, the STS Bike 
Light attaches with a quick pull-and-lock movement right between the handlebars (no tools 
required) on nearly any bike. The brilliant LED is housed in an impact-resistant, waterproof 
polycarbonate bracket, and operates in multiple modes and two colors (white or red).  
It’s activated by a quick swipe of the finger across the top of the light in 5 light modes: high, 
variable dim, medium, strobe and lockout mode. Mount a second INOVA STS Bike Light to  
your seat post and set it to red flash mode to be clearly visible to others from all directions.

Universal design fits most bike handlebars 
or seat posts—no tools required

Easily replaceable 3 x AAA Alkaline batteries included

INOVA® 
STS™ BIKE LIGHT

HLSHA-19-R7 

The INOVA STS Helmet Light from Nite Ize is the first multi-mode, lightweight, impact-
resistant, waterproof polycarbonate helmet light with Swipe-To-Shine technology. Housed  
in a waterproof, impact-resistant, polycarbonate body, with two LED colors (white or red) 
and multiple modes, the INOVA STS Helmet Light is activated by a simple swipe of your 
finger across the top of the light in 5 light modes: high, variable dim, medium, strobe and 
lockout mode. Featuring a versatile base mounting bracket, you can either mount the 
Helmet Light by attaching the foam-backed base with the included strap through your 
helmet vents, or use the included 3M® VHB™ tape to semi-permanently adhere the base  
to your helmet’s smooth surface. Once in place, the STS Helmet Light can be adjusted to 
different angles, allowing you to fine-tune beam direction as needed.

Universal design fits most vented or solid 
helmets—no tools required

Easily replaceable 3 x AAA Alkaline batteries included

Durable, waterproof construction

INOVA® 
STS™ HELMET LIGHT

AVAILABLE COLORS

SLAPLIT™ 
LED SLAP WRAP

High visibility reflective pattern

Battery run time: 100 hours

Easily replaceable 1 x 2032 3V Lithium battery

Illuminated by bright red, easy-to-activate LED

Remember slap bracelets, from when you were a kid? The Nite Ize SlapLit  
features that same “slap it to snap it” technology with an added dimension of LED 
illuminating functionality. Made of durable nylon patterned with a reflective spider 
web design, the SlapLit is powered by a bright, easy-to-activate LED that lights up 
the entire wrap. Turn it on, slap it on your wrist, upper arm, or ankle (or any  
tubular-shaped object, for that matter), and you’ve got instant nighttime visibility. 
Lightweight and durable, the SlapLit is perfect for after-dark activities.  
Use and reuse countless times for endless fun and safety.
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REDESIGNED FOR 2015

SLP2-33-R3

AVAILABLE COLORSAVAILABLE COLORS

MAX LUMENS
142

MAX LUMENS
142
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